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Abstract

Modern day science claims that all things manifest is made of matter and can be reduced to the elementary particles of matter. However, where do those elementary particles of matter originate? According to theoretical physicist Professor Amit Goswami Ph.D., consciousness is the ground of all being simply meaning that all things begin with consciousness.\(^1\) This perspective suggests that consciousness follows a downward causation organizational pattern rather than the current upward theory that everything begins with matter. This paper will offer a more advanced, detailed perspective of how consciousness is the primary administering organization of physical, atomic matter as known in morphogenetic field physics and mechanics.
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Introduction

In order to fully understand the organic process of how consciousness (energy) converts into matter, we must first establish the tenets of existence.

1. All things emerge from the original Source Field First Creation Point.
2. All things return to the original Source Field First Creation Point.
3. All things exist within the Source Field.
4. All things are consciousness (energy).
5. Consciousness is the Source Field.
6. Pure Source Consciousness is the foundation of existence.

The Source Field

Morphogenetic field physics and mechanics propose that there exists an unquantifiable, limitless, primary source field of living, perpetual Source consciousness that functions as the original Source energy identity for all manifest creation. Within it, all manifest creation resides. The perpetual Source consciousness continuously births the Light-Spirit creation sphere, infrasound aqua-sound bodies of cosmos's’ into the Source Field.

There are seven primary concentric Light-Spirit creation spheres, infrasound aqua-sound body levels with their inherent local source fields within the cosmic order
called “Down-Step Creation” or “Vibrational Downstepping”. The seven primary concentric Light-Spirit creation spheres include cosmic, universe, galactic, solar system, celestial planetary, species and personal.

![Fig. 1 – The 7 Concentric, Spirit-Light Creation Spheres](image)

The Source Field is composed of a limitless, unquantifiable, quantum of first pre-substance state called “E-TH-ER” consciousness. If this postulation is correct then the Source Field is a massive, endless, E-TH-ER field for E-TH-ER is consciousness, and it is consciousness that actually goes through these stages to become the different levels of sound, light, and matter.

**The Holographic Framework**

What if the outward expression of life, materialization of matter and individuation of identity are holographic projections of consciousness (energy) substance established through a fundamental sequence of energetic relationships? If this is the case, then let us establish several important points:

- Consciousness is energy and energy is consciousness.
- Reality is a thought construction.
- The primary substance of the cosmos is consciousness.

If thought is an attribute of consciousness and the filter through which consciousness manifests itself into the hologram of form, then we can postulate that nothing is truly solid.

Now that we have established all things are comprised of consciousness, then their observed solidness is verified by the relationship between the consciousness observing the form and the consciousness of which the form is comprised. Human consciousness emerges through a sequence of dimensions that establish the frameworks
within which the interconnection of consciousness can transpire. Human observation of solidity and materialization is determined by the oscillation rates between the dimensionality of the units of consciousness, which generate frequencies of energy that exist in specific relationships to each other. The human consciousness and physical form are patterns of frequency designed by the dimensionality of the units of consciousness. Consequently, we observe visible solidity as a result of the interconnection between the frequencies of consciousness of which we are formed and those of the unified field of consciousness (energy) the we exist within. As a result, human beings observe as dense and solid the dimensional frequency bands that exist one full dimensional range below the frequency within which the individuated or collective consciousness is located.

Morphogenetic field physics propose that the human body is a holographic projection of consciousness that is created upon a holographic design of organized units of consciousness. The holographic design represents the existing unified morphogenetic field, which is the energetic blueprint of consciousness, light, sound and scalar energy within which the singularize consciousness is located and upon which the illusion of solidity of the body matter is projected.

**Vibrational Downstepping**

Everything in manifest, as well as un-manifest creation initially emerged from the perpetual state of pure Source E-TH-ER consciousness. This model of reality is known as “evolutionary determinism” or “vibrational downstepping”. Vibrational Downstepping is the organic process through which the perpetual-life Source consciousness (All That Is) continually establishes itself through dimensionalization into singularized manifest expression for the intention of experiencing space-time-matter reality. As the original Source consciousness current enters the structured dimensional bands of the time matrix, its original organization begins fractal downstepping or fragmenting its consciousness through the dimensional fractal hierarchy generating new individual identities of existence. Every being and thing in any manifest reality field comes into being through this organic process of Primal Creation Physics and implies that every being, including humans, are directly, energetically and perpetually connected to specific, fixed structures of multidimensional energy anatomy, and their corresponding interdimensional stations of conscious identity.

This process can be observed as an extraordinary radiation (ray) of sound and light, holographically refracting within the scalar energy fields of the time matrix, separating itself into multiple beams (sacred rays). Each new radiation column of sound and light consciousness that is created through the division of the original Source consciousness preserves a fragment of the original fractal design of the original stream of Source consciousness. This generates new, smaller flows that materialize as additional individualized identities and manifest forms. In relation to human form, the structure of dimensionalized consciousness takes the form of the fifteen dimensional identities of the time matrix structure.
Fig. 2 – Perpetual Vibrational Downstepping Creation Model
Within morphogenetic field physics, universal morphogenetic fields are known as “Time Matrices”. There are immeasurable time matrices with the “Energy Matrix”, which are collectively denoted to as “The Time Matrix”. All time matrices within the “Cosmic Energy Matrix” follow a specific mathematical-geometrical program through which space-time and matter can be experienced by consciousness upon the time matrix structure. Within one time matrix there are fifteen (15) dimensions arranged into sets of three (3) dimensions forming five (5) three-dimensional reality fields called “Harmonic Universes” (HU). Each harmonic universe represents a level of matter densification specific to its fundamental rates of vibration and oscillation.

Source Consciousness perpetually establishes expression in motion through interacting its awareness in the progression of Vibrational Downstepping or “Thought Formation”. Vibrational Downstepping transpires through contracting the consciousness into a singular point of concentration, a “creation intention” or “thought vibration”, to the first individuation of attention called “Stillpoint or Creation-Point”. Vibrational Downstepping is the process of how Source reproduces ‘Self’ down into smaller parts while still maintaining the eternal life mathematical encryption and connection so that Source can experience and learn about itself on many different levels of existence. The entire quantum of Source is so all-powerful that duplication with reduced quantum is essential in order to maintain cohesion and stability for the countless smaller systems that are eternally within Source but possess quantum diversity.

What if this blueprint of vibrational downstepping formed via refraction fields is how frequency streams descend all through creation? Primal Creation Physics propose this to be accurate and that on one level, Source materializes as electrical expanding, oscillating streams and on the next level, the flows of Source refract to convert to opposite magnetic contracting or vibrating flows. If we accept this information to be correct then Source creates the first, original vibrational downstepping and through this progression, creates within itself. Within the materialization mechanism of vibrational downstepping, the unified primal substance of the universe is an organic, conscious expression of the ubiquitous, infinite identity of Source expressed in the form of energetic thought formations and consequently all manifest things are organic representations of Source identity.

Scientific knowing, assimilation and understanding of the cosmic morphogenetic field physics integral to the Vibrational Downstepping evolution allow humans to internally understand that Source is not a remote, masculine totalitarian creator that created all creatures including humans. The perpetual-life fields of precisely structured consciousness (energy), through which Source emits its consciousness in the form of materialization, demonstrates that Source is an organic, ever-present Light-Spirit consciousness that perpetually materializes through everything in the present moment, and that First Creation Process is continually and perpetually occurring. The scientific dynamics of Vibrational Downstepping imply the transcendent condition that Source resides within and expresses directly through the human being, and exists within every manifest and non-manifest form in the exterior and interior worlds.
The organic Vibrational Downstepping materialization mechanics of Source materialization for all manifest beings are the evolutions through which inactive percentages of the introns or junk DNA are increasingly morphogenetically reconnected and stimulated within the biological organism. By morphogenetically reconnecting and activating the introns, gradual integration of the energy frequencies which are the foundation of the dimensionalized levels of the physical atomic body and energy consciousness that exist as precise lattices of scalar-standing waves are birthed into dynamic materialization within the biologically-based consciousness.

Materialization of the higher oscillating dimensional scalar-wave blueprints that create transcendent identity produces the efficient transmutation of gross, physical matter density and expansion of singularized conscious identity awareness back into its organic energetic state of unity with Source in the process called “Transmutational Harmonic Scaling”. Through the Vibrational Downstepping model, the original nature and energy mechanics of creation and progression are disclosed, permitting a manifest identity the capability to direct its own experience as a conscious co-manifestor with Source, as well as to know everything, including itself, as a manifestation of Source. The Vibrational Downstepping dynamics validate the existence of an implied reality of Primal Order and intention.

**The Primal Substance**

A morphogenetic field or manifestation pattern is comprised of the primal substance, units of consciousness energy called the “Source Particle”, which exist as omni-polar points of static vibration. Source Particle units are the minutest units of consciousness energy or the assembling sections of matter that create the patterns upon which consciousness in all manifest and un-manifest forms enters materialization. Source Particle units are omni-polar (holding the potentiality for all polarities or none) units of vibrating energy that continuously rotate backward and forward between a state of bi-polar light radiation (scalar standing wave) and omni-polar sound vibration.

![The Original Source Particle](image-url)

Fig. 3 – The Original Source Particle
Scalar waves are points of standing waves composed of magnitudes of conscious energy that radiate out of static units of vibration, the Source Particle units, which form the morphogenetic field patterns upon which consciousness enters dimensionality in order to experience the manifest reality hologram. Scalar lattices are formed through Source Particle phasing, which is the activity of internal fission (expansion) and fusion (contraction) distinctive of Source Particle units. Source Particle units continuously split and duplicate by means of fission, then re-materialize through fusion, generating a blinking on and off of scalar wave points or blink-line sequences that regulate the essential positioning of consciousness within the scalar lattices comprising morphogenetic fields.

The moment Source Particle units exist in their omni-polar state, they reside as ante-matter element, the original state of energy structure before pre-matter materialization. Via an internal fusion mechanism distinctive to their pattern, Source Particle units divide to generate bi-polar waves albeit duplicating their original omni-polar form. In the bi-polar phase, Source Particle units divide into Source Particle Negative (SP-) units and Source Particle Positive (SP+) units that are interwoven units of bi-polar light energy emission generating electromagnetic, scalar standing waves. SP-units create the energetic assembling segments for particle patterns, while SP+ units create the energetic assembling segments for concurrently manifesting anti-particle patterns. Particle and anti-particle patterns are interwoven, integrated by the ante-matter Source Particle units from where they manifest. SP- particle units signify the contraction phase of ante-matter energy, including lower oscillation, higher vibration, and hold base magnetic polarity. SP+ anti-particle units signify the expansion phase of ante-matter energy, including higher oscillation, lower vibration and hold base electrical polarity.

Fig. 4 – The Source Particle Phasing Process
The Cosmic Origins of Electromagnetic Energy

It is quite interesting the answers one receives when asking a scientist, physicist, or even an electrical engineer, where does electromagnetic energy come from and, more importantly, how does it truly function? Every single time the answer is given, it always stems from what they were taught in university or what they experienced in the laboratory. Not once do the answers stem from a multidimensional perspective; only from a linear, three-dimensional perspective.

Electromagnetic energy is generated via the repeated cycling of energy as the omni-polar, ante-matter Source Particle units generating a current of sound vibration propel their energy into bi-polar SP- and SP+ scalar waves of light energy emission. Energy thrust multiplies into the anti-particle SP+ vibration point as electrical force. At that point, it contracts into the particle SP- vibration point, generating magnetic attraction. Through the attraction of the ante-matter Source Particle pattern, SP+ anti-particles and SP- particles are reassembled together into a condition of fusion. At the time of fusion, the energy of the SP- and SP+ converts, the bi-polar scalar standing waves of light energy emission restoring to their original omni-polar ante-matter condition of Source Particle units. Once restored to the Source Particle state, the activity repeats as the Source Particle generates fission and replication. The mechanism by which Source Particle units continually transform conscious energy into bi-polar light energy emission scalar waves and reverse back to ante-polar sound vibration waves is called Source Particle Phasing. Via eternal cycles of Source Particle phasing, units of matter blink on through fission into bi-polar particle and anti-particle materialization assembled upon scalar waves of light energy emission, then blink off via fusion into omni-polar, ante-matter sound vibration, perpetually cycling between the manifest and non-manifest condition.10

![Fig. 5 – The Perpetual Fission-Fusion Process](image-url)
The 9 Progressions of Materialization

1. E-TH-ER (Consciousness) – Perpetual Source Consciousness Field
2. Plasm – Five (5) Pre-Substance Types, formed in physical, atomic body
3. Protoplasm – One (1) Pre-Substance Compound-Element Aqualase; formed in the aqua-infrasound body
4. Vapors – Two (2) Pre-Matter Substance Types; formed in the physical atomic body
5. Metallic Electroplasma – Six (6) Pre-Matter Metallic Substance Types; formed in dark matter body
6. Aquaplasma – Six (6) Central-Atomic-Matter Substance Types; formed in core light body
7. Thermoplasma – Five (5) Inner-Atomic-Matter Substance Types; formed from inner light body
8. Ectoplasma – Three (3) Middle-Atomic-Matter Celestallon Substance Types; formed from middle light body
9. Endoplasma – One (1) Outer-Atomic-Matter Compound-Element Aqualase Living Water; formed from aqua-sound body, base for our organic 144 endoplasma water elements

The 12 Stages of the Evolution of Consciousness to Matter Materialization

Consciousness to Pre-Substance States

E-TH-ER consciousness pulsation from the Source Field progresses through the center of the Light/Spirit-Sound-Aqua body “local Source Field” to the Spirit body, then to the Dark Matter body, then eventually to the Light body center and into the Conversion Energy Conduit system of the Physical Atomic Body to begin Conversion Sequence.

The Five Stages of Pre-Matter

The five (5) pre-substance, conscious Plasms Conversion Sequence; pre-Source Particle creation born of E-TH-ER consciousness conversion within the personal, planetary and solar atomic body.

The Pre-Substance Elemental Protoplasm:
1. Pre-Substance Stage-1; Plasm-1 Cool, crystalline E-TH-ER = FEELING “Stream”
2. Pre-Substance Stage-2; Endoplasm-2 Warm, liquid E-TH-ER = EMOTION, Heated Liquid Vapor = NOTION
3. Pre-Substance Stage-3; Thermoplasm-3 Electrified, Heat Vapor E-TH-ER = THOUGHT “Clouds”
4. Pre-Substance Stage-4; Aquaplasm-4 Liquid-Gel IDEA-GEL
5. Pre-Substance Stage-5; Ectoplasm-5 Ethereal-String-Crystalized E-TH-ER IDEA CRYSTALS
Stages 6 to 12

Stage six consists of the pre-substance compound that is conscious, aqua-infrasound, protoplasm living pre-water created via “elemental protoplasm conversion” within the light body and aqua-infrasound body.

The Elemental Protoplasm AQUALASE Pre-Substance:

6. 1st Aqua-Infrasound Pre-Substance Compound AQUALASE (D3- H2O2He3, D2-O2H2N3 organic, conscious living pre-substance-water)

Stage seven consists of the pre-matter conscious “vapors” created via “aqualase conversion” within the personal, planetary & solar atomic body.

The “Aqua-Thermo Vapor Pre-Matter Substance:

7. 1st Aqua-vapor Aqua-plasmic Pre-Matter Substance AQUAS (D3- H2, D2-O2 “molecular oxygen”)
8. 2nd Therma-vapor Thermo-plasmic Pre-Matter Substance ECTOS (D3-O2He3, D2- H2N3)

Stage eight consists of the six (6) pre-matter conscious metallic electro-plasmas created via “aqua-thermo vapor conversion” (Source Particle birth phasing) within the dark matter body.

The Metallic Pre-Matter Base Elements:

9. 1st pre-matter plasmic element Source-Spirit Stillpoint Void - “Golden-Silver ONE” (D3- WPd, D2- AUAG “golden-silver” #126) Conscious, perpetual, vibrating infrasound-radiation ether substance
10. 1st pre-matter plasmic elemental pair Source-Spark Light-Intention (D3-WH2e, D2-AU02Pt) Source-Seed Sound Intention (D3-Pd, D2-AG “silver”)
11. 1st pre-matter plasmic elemental triad prana spirit radiation (D3-H2Re, D2-O2Pt “molecular oxygen & platinum”), Light (electromagnetic vapor-radiation light) (D3-W Tungsten, D2-AU Gold) Vibration (D3-V “Vanadium”, D2- Ti “Titanium”)

Stage 9

The six (6) core, atomic conscious Aqua-gel Liquid-Light Aquaplasmas born of Metallic Conversion (Light Body Phasing) within the Core Light Body.

The Core Phasing “Prana Radiation Nobilities” Aqua-geleziac Irradiant Atomic-Elemental Matter Base:

12. 1st Aqua-gel Hydroplasmic Matter Atomic Nobility Elemental Protos (H “Hydrogen”)
13. 1st Aqua-gel Hydroplasmic Matter Atomic Nobility Pair Lotos (He “Helium) Sotos (Ne “Neon)
9. 1st Aqua-gel Hydroplasmic Matter Atomic Nobility Triad Logos (Mind Matrix) (Kr “Krypton”), Eiros (Sound Imprint) (Xe “Xenon”), Ethos (Light Imprint) (Rn “Radon”)
Stage 10
The five (5) Inner-Matter Conscious Thermal Ether-Vapor Thermoplasmas born of Core Phasing Conversion (Core Phasing) within the Inner Light Body. 
The Inner-Matter Thermal-geleziac Electromagnetic Atomic-Elemental Inner-Light-Matter Base:
Create the “15 States of Thermoplastic Atomic-Matter”
15. Plasmos- “fire-ice” frozen ether-cloud
16. Magnos- “fire-crystal” ether crystal
17. Aquase- “fire-water” ether-liquid-flows
18. Thermos- “fire-air” ether-gas –vapors
19. Electros Vapor “fire-vapor” ether-flame-vapor

Stage 11
The three (3) middle-matter conscious Crystalline-Electro-Light Ectoplasmas born of the Inner matter conversion (Inner Phasing) with the Middle light body.
The Ecto-geleziac Crystal-Light Atomic-Elemental Middle-Light Matter Base:
20. 1st Ectoplasmic Crystalline-Electro-Light Atomic Matter CELESTALLON (D3-O2He3WH2VN2, D2- H3N3AUO2TiHe2 polarizes to become Celestalline and Celestallite)
CELESTALLINE (D3-O2He3WH2, D2-H2N3AUO2 = Ectos + Electromagnetic vapor-radiation light+ Aquas)
CELESTALLITE (D3-O2He3W, D2-H2N3AU = Ectos + Light)

ATOMIC AQUALASE ORGANIC LIVING WATER
Step 12-A
The one (1) Outer-Matter Compound Conscious Aqua-Sound Atomic Endoplasma
Living Water-Light birthed of Outer-Matter Conversion (Outer Phasing) within the Outer Light Body.
The Crystalline Liquid Light Endo-geleziac Crystalline-Liquid-Light Atomic-Elemental Water-Matter Base:
22. 1st Aqua-Sound Atomic-Substance Compound AQUALASE (D3-H2O2He3, D2-O2H2N3 organic, conscious, Living Water Atomic Matter, the 1st Endoplasmic Compound-Element “atomic seed” in Atomic Outer-Matter Materialization)

OUR ENDOPLASMIC WATER-MATTER
Step 12-B
The 144 Outer-Matter Elements Conscious Aqua-Sound Atomic-Endoplasma Living Water-Light birthed of Aqualase Conversion (Solar Synergy & 5-Sided Conversion within the Light Aqua-Sound Body).

The 12 Atomic Elemental Families: Endo-geleziac Atomic-Elemental Water-Matter Base:
23. 1st 12 Endoplasmic Aqua-Sound Water-Matter Families
1-H, 2-He, 3-Li, 4-Be, 5-B, 6-C, 7-N, 8-O, 9-F, 10-Ne, 11-Na, 12-Mg
Summary
Morphogenetic Field Physics suggest that if we can remember that the human mind equates to an energy frequency generator, which perpetually creates scalar wave sequences through thought formation, then it is not unintelligible to comprehend how thought directed properly can immediately affect the operation of the personal scalar morphogenetic field materialization pattern. Every single thought serves this purpose, and immediately influences the perceivable condition of the mind-body-spirit structure, as well as the materialization of events within the external life hologram.

Discussion
Thoughts are scalar energy patterns of transharmonic vibrating formations of bi-polar electromagnetic energy emission that generate precise arrangements of scalar energy within the personal morphogenetic field pattern. Purposeless thought produces chaotic patterns within the morphogenetic field pattern, while thought directed with clear intention create ordered patterns within the materialization template. Thought directed with clear intention and knowledge of the structure of subtle-body anatomy is a very potent form of scalar power.
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